LONDON 2012 VOLLEYBALL MENS

LDNCV002M TEE
FIT/REF: loose compression SEAMLESS extra long (for tall VB players)
BASE: XXX Hans-Christian will give the base yarn info
TECHNOLOGY: CLIMACOOL
PRICE: 15 USD
DETAILS: Structure 1, Structure 2, for support, Most open structure 3, for venting, Variation of open vs. closed structure, DNA design language

LDNCV003M SHORT
FIT/REF: regular
FABRIC: 52% 39% 5%
TECHNOLOGY: FORMOTION
PRICE: 5 USD
DETAILS: 13782 cord, 31464 piping

LDNCV004M TANK
FIT/REF: loose compression extra long (for tall VB players)
BASE: XXX Hans-Christian will give the base yarn info
TECHNOLOGY: CLIMACOOL
PRICE: 15 USD
DETAILS: WHITE 001A, COLOR POPS VIVID RED F04, BLUE FLAG PRINT, TRIMS: TONAL, LOGOS: DARK INDIGO

LDNCV001M GB TEE
FIT/REF: regular
FABRIC: #41499 TEIJIN TBC end of this week.....
TECHNOLOGY: FORMOTION
PRICE: 7 USD
DETAILS: 13782 cord, 31464 piping

LDNCT003M SHORT
FIT/REF: regular
FABRIC: 52% 39% 5%
TECHNOLOGY: FORMOTION
PRICE: 5 USD
DETAILS: 13782 cord, 31464 piping

LDNCT004M TANK
FIT/REF: loose compression extra long (for tall VB players)
BASE: XXX Hans-Christian will give the base yarn info
TECHNOLOGY: CLIMACOOL
PRICE: 15 USD
DETAILS: WHITE 001A, COLOR POPS VIVID RED F04, WHITE FLAG PRINT, TRIMS: TONAL, LOGOS: DARK INDIGO